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I am honored to present you the winners of the Fast 50 program this year in Turkey. In a year which economic instability reverberated in the emerging markets and access to finance was costliest of the decade, we once again see an outstanding growth performance in the Turkish technology industry.

Witnessing the striking performance of both new and returning winners strengthens our belief that there will soon be technology firms among the globally renowned Turkish brands. We feel privileged for putting the spotlight on them, as we have been doing for the last fourteen years.

It is a great pleasure to see that a number of inaugural winners can join the list, still achieving more than 100% growth rate. Fintechs are slowly but surely gaining ground on the list. We believe the amendments to the Payments Law will fuel this growth even further.

Fast 50 program is Deloitte’s commitment to a new generation of corporations that will shape the future of business. As such, we take great pride in identifying the fastest growing technology companies in Turkey whom we believe contribute greatly to the digital transformation of the Turkish industries. Our Technology Fast 50 program is a great means to do not only just that, but also celebrate the entire technology ecosystem for its productivity and creativity.

I want to extend my gratitude to Facebook for their cooperation and support in bringing Fast 50 2019 Turkey.

I also would like to thank our long-lasting partners MOBILSIAD, ÖDED, TBD, TBV, TESİD, TTGV, TUBİSAD and YASAD whom exerted great efforts for the realization of the program.

Once again with great pleasure, I present you the 50 fastest growing technology companies of Turkey.

Metin Aslantaş
Technology, Media and Telecommunications (TMT) Industry Leader
Deloitte Turkey
In this mobile era where the world is getting increasingly connected every day through countless technological advancements, supporting the technology ecosystem has become more important than ever. These companies are the ones that are, and will be, making our lives easier thanks to their innovative products and services. That is why they need more support to reach their business objectives.

As a global technology company, we have always believed that one of our most important responsibilities—both globally and in Turkey—is to provide these upcoming technology companies and startups with the resources and knowledge they need to grow their businesses, reach new customers and access bigger markets. That is how we can make real impact on this country’s economy, as well as in people’s lives.

Just a little over 15 years ago, Facebook itself was a small technology startup. With its mission to “bring the world closer together and give people the power to build communities”, it became a platform that connects and inspires billions of people all from over the world. However, this is not a success story beyond the reach of other similar companies. In fact, we want to show people that anyone can do this. With this in mind, and through our efforts and investments, we have worked hard for many years to be the best partner to technology startups in Turkey, and we continue to do so.

It is an honor to support Deloitte’s “Technology Fast 50” program in its mission to celebrate innovation and technology. This program doesn’t just award successful and upcoming technology companies, but also gives inspiration to many others who have just started their own journey. As Facebook, we are very grateful for the opportunity to be Deloitte’s program partner and be a part of two special awards given for the first time this year: the Cross-Border Award and the Women in Tech Award, both of which represent the importance and value Facebook gives to helping businesses of all sizes in Turkey go beyond borders, and empowering, inspiring and training women entrepreneurs across the country. I hope this year’s 50 fastest growing technology companies of Turkey will inspire hundreds of others.
Companies broken down by industry segments

Average company growth

748%

Number of Employees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Employees</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than 50 employees</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 50-100 employees</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 100-500 employees</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 500 employees</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Employees by gender in 2018

- Male: 72%
- Female: 28%
11% of the Fast 50 winners’ 2018 revenue has been generated through cross-border operations (exports).

Age of Fast 50 Companies in 2019

- Less than 5 Years Old: 4
- Between 5-10 Years Old: 24
- Between 11-20 Years Old: 17
- More than 20 Years Old: 5

R&D Spendings (TL)

- 2016: ₺1.642M
- 2017: ₺2.126M
- 2018: ₺2.534M

Total Revenue Growth (TL)

- 2015 Total Revenue: ₺3.312M
- 2018 Total Revenue: ₺11.109M
## Technology Fast 50 Turkey 2019 Winners List (in alphabetical order)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Industry sector</th>
<th>Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANKAREF</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ankaref.com">www.ankaref.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANOVA</td>
<td>Environmental Technology</td>
<td><a href="http://www.anova.com.tr">www.anova.com.tr</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apsiyon</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.apsiyon.com">www.apsiyon.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARD GRUP</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ardbilisim.com.tr">www.ardbilisim.com.tr</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASELSAN</td>
<td>Communications</td>
<td><a href="http://www.aselsan.com.tr">www.aselsan.com.tr</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barikat Cyber Security</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.barikat.com.tr">www.barikat.com.tr</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BİLETALL</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.biletall.com">www.biletall.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulutistan</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.bulutistan.com">www.bulutistan.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crs Soft</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.crssoft.com">www.crssoft.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detaysoft</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.detaysoft.com">www.detaysoft.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMFA</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.emfayazilim.com">www.emfayazilim.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enqura</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.enqura.com">www.enqura.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETA Elektronik Tasarım</td>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td><a href="http://www.etaint.com">www.etaint.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fbt</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.finansbt.com">www.finansbt.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HediyeSepeti</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.hediyesepeti.com">www.hediyesepeti.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitit</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.hitit.com">www.hitit.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hype</td>
<td>Media and Entertainment</td>
<td><a href="http://www.hype.com.tr">www.hype.com.tr</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inomera Research</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.inomera.com">www.inomera.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inveon</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.inveon.com.tr">www.inveon.com.tr</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISSD</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.issd.com.tr">www.issd.com.tr</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>İnfrasis</td>
<td>Communications</td>
<td><a href="http://www.infrasis.com.tr">www.infrasis.com.tr</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iyzico</td>
<td>Fintech</td>
<td><a href="http://www.iyzico.com">www.iyzico.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koalay Sigorta</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.koalay.com">www.koalay.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KRON</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.kron.com.tr">www.kron.com.tr</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Litum</td>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td><a href="http://www.litum.com">www.litum.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company</td>
<td>Industry sector</td>
<td>Website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logo Yazılım</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.logo.com.tr">www.logo.com.tr</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logsign</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.logsign.com">www.logsign.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobven</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.mobven.com">www.mobven.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBİLET</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.obilet.com">www.obilet.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>otelz.com</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.otelz.com">www.otelz.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paycell</td>
<td>Fintech</td>
<td><a href="http://www.paycell.com.tr">www.paycell.com.tr</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PayCore</td>
<td>Fintech</td>
<td><a href="http://www.paycore.com">www.paycore.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PayTR</td>
<td>Fintech</td>
<td><a href="http://www.paytr.com">www.paytr.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEAKUP</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.peakup.org">www.peakup.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixery</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.pixerylabs.com">www.pixerylabs.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosense Technology</td>
<td>Environmental Technology</td>
<td><a href="http://www.prosense.com.tr">www.prosense.com.tr</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REM People</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.rempeople.com">www.rempeople.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RKSOFT</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.mapcodex.com">www.mapcodex.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RND Ecommerce</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.rnd.com.tr">www.rnd.com.tr</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robotistan</td>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td><a href="http://www.robotistan.com">www.robotistan.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simsoft</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.simsoft.com.tr">www.simsoft.com.tr</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sistem 9</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.sistem9.com">www.sistem9.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEKNA</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.teknait.com">www.teknait.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teknasyon</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.teknasyon.com">www.teknasyon.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teknofix</td>
<td>Communications</td>
<td><a href="http://www.teknofix.com.tr">www.teknofix.com.tr</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEKROM</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.tekrom.com.tr">www.tekrom.com.tr</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronik</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.tektronik.com.tr">www.tektronik.com.tr</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testinium</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.testinium.com">www.testinium.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIO MOBİL</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.triomobili.com">www.triomobili.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-Count</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.v-count.com">www.v-count.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Technology Fast 50 Turkey 2019 Big Stars

This category recognizes the fastest growing companies that have achieved €50,000,000 or more in revenues during fiscal year 2018. These “Big Stars” demonstrate that even large companies can remain nimble, posting impressive year-over-year growth.
ASELSAN, the leading defense company of Turkey, is a high technology, multi-product company that designs, develops and produces genuine products reflecting edge technologies to meet the requirements of Armed Forces and Public Security Entities.


ASELSAN, with the firm belief that “a country’s technological wealth is composed of the various technologies in its possession”, allocates about 6% of its yearly turnover to R&D projects, which it finances through its own resources.

For the last 12 years, ASELSAN sustained its position in the world as being in the list of top 100 defense companies. Our objective is to become one of the top 50 companies in the world through the development of original and national opportunities and talents of the highest level.

Being the main solution provider for the Turkish Armed Forces, ASELSAN also sustains its competitiveness in the international arena, with its export to 63 countries and active participation in NATO and other international joint research/development and production programs. ASELSAN has become one of the significant members of global defense industry in terms of revenue and technological advancements.
Technology Fast 50 Turkey 2019
Big Star Award

Turkey's largest public software company and most valuable information technology brand* Logo, operates in software sector as one of the leading companies since its establishment in 1984. Logo offers application software to enterprises ranging in size from micro companies to largescale corporations, who increased innovation and creativity in its products and services, lays the foundation for sustainable success by accompanying more than 200,000 companies so far on their journey of growth, with about 1,200 its employees and more than 800 business partners in 4 different countries at 7 different locations.

In addition to the Enterprise Resource Planning solutions, there are many complementary solutions such as Customer Relationship Management, Human Resources Management, Workflow Management, Warehouse Management Systems, Business Analytics Solutions and Retail Solutions. Having taken the lead in the ERP sector in terms of number of customers for many years, Logo has a large and dynamic ecosystem that extends from partners to Logo users, from academicians to students and industry professionals. Along with the power stemming from this ecosystem, and believing in the dreams of its customers, sharing the same goals and working diligently to fulfill them, Logo carries out its business with the vision of coding Turkey's future together.

*Brand Finance “Turkey’s most valuable and strongest brands report”, June 2019

M. Buğra Koyuncu  
CEO, LOGO
+90 262 679 80 00  
Gebze Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Şahabettin Bilgisu Caddesi Teknopark No: 609 Gebze 41400 Gebze/Kocaeli  
www.logo.com.tr
Women in Tech Award

This award is for companies operating in the technology sector that advocate for increasing female participation and their promotion in the workplace.*

*The reward is appointed to a company that is run by a female CEO, has more female employees and, has the highest revenue growth for the past 4 consecutive years.
Paycell is an end-to-end payments solutions provider, which leverages multiple payments technologies in order to offer one single platform to cover both consumer and the merchant needs. Paycell creates a holistic platform for various daily payment methods, from traditional plastic cards to digital wallets and QR-codes, and gives consumers the ability to make a payment from wherever they are with one simple, phygital experience, online or offline. In addition, pioneering the QR payments revolution in Turkey via its secure and fast technology, Paycell will launch QR-based mobile payments in more than 10,000 points-of-sale in Q1 2020.

For the consumers, Paycell provides a digital payment solution that allows consumers to use any payment card, their wallet balance or micro-limits to enable shopping experiences that are as simple as a click, tap or touch – online, in-store or anywhere. Operating as an all-in-one solution, which offers bill payments, QR-code based in-store payments, remittances & payments via direct carrier billing under one single platform, the Paycell ecosystem is on a fast growth track. The business also offers a prepaid debit card (Paycell card), which enables minors and the underbanked population of Turkey to be included in the financial system via their Paycell Debit Cards.

For the merchants, Paycell offers end-to-end in-store & online QR payments infrastructure, online PSP services, digital wallet services and DCB (direct carrier billing) services. DCB is especially vital in order to include Turkey’s underbanked population which is in the ballpark of 25 million people. As value added services, Paycells offers loyalty/CRM, real-time and behavioral targeting and segmentation services to enable its merchants to know their customer as much as possible, while saving costs for merchants who don’t have the necessary infrastructure to execute loyalty programs or CRM campaigns.
Cross-Border Award

This award recognizes the Fast 50 winner companies for their successful cross-border operations based on the percentage of their exports and their growth rate over the last 4 years.*

*The selection criteria of the company that has achieved the highest success is based on the equal weighted average of 2018 turnover size, the ratio of foreign sales to total sales and, the turnover growth rates of the last 4 years.
Teknasyon: Teknasyon is an innovative, growing and enhancing company which invests in the work, the research and development and most importantly the employees. In Turkey, Teknasyon is a pioneer in its field and represents its country very well globally. Behind all this success, hard work and perseverance lie.

Our story dates to 2013 when we were founded. At the beginning, we had one office and a team of 12 people. In time, we grew and joined new members to our team. Now we are a big family of more than 205 people working in our offices in three different cities. We enhanced our business not only in our home country but also in the whole world.

Today, we have several cross-border products in various categories like entertainment, lifestyle, games, health & fitness, etc. and they are available in 155 countries, 49 languages. Naturally, 95% of our revenue comes from abroad. Since we always wish to advance, this rate will not stop us, so we do create products for our own use. For instance, we use our own BI and Marketing Performance tools to maximize profitability. After developing such useful intra-company tools, why not making others benefit from them, too? From this point of view, we have launched some B2B projects such as VerifyKit and Desk360. Our considerable experience in the industry has driven us to take up a new perspective which led us to invest in other projects because we know that that a business can only be flourished with collaboration.

Burak Sağlık
Co-founder, Teknasyon

+90 212 963 15 50
USO Center Plaza Büyükdere Cad. No:245 K:7 Maslak Sarıyer/Istanbul
www.teknasyon.com
Technology Fast 50 Turkey 2019 Winners
Top 10 Companies
Bulutistan: Bulutistan, founded in 2015, is the first cloud system integrator in Turkey. The company has been providing hyperconvergence based cloud services, SAP HANA cloud services, Biz Continuity and hybrid cloud services to the biggest enterprises in Turkey. The company offers a platform for its customer to manage all cloud applications along with their on-premise workloads. The monthly recurring revenue base of the company has grown by 680% in 2018, reached up to more than 100 enterprise customers (penetrated into 12 of the biggest 20 Holding companies in Turkey), and started to export its cloud services.

The company aims to become a multinational cloud player. Its growth strategy consists of 4 pillars:
01. Widen & Deepen in Turkish market
02. New offices in the region - UK, UAE, Germany(to cover EU)
03. Transformation from service provider to vendor & Create a partner ecosystem
04. Cloud technology development - Paas, DC RPA, AI based Multi Cloud Management.

REM People: Tech-Powered Retail Insight Solutions...
As a start-up based in Istanbul and Dubai, we define ourselves as a "new generation of research, retail insight and analytics company".

We aim to digitize the physical world of retail...
We are mainly focused on “Consumer Goods, Consumer Electronics, Telecommunication and Pharmaceutical" companies which distribute and sell their products at physical sales points such as hypers, supers, groceries, pharmacies etc.

We help companies to improve their business by the help of our real-time analytics and insights focusing their;
• Retail merchandising performance,
• Instore execution compliance and
• State of competition in the market...

Revolutionary approach in retail analytics era...
Unlike many other retail-tech and conventional research companies, we develop our own “Retail Execution Monitoring Solutions” (with 4 different software products) as well as we provide “Tech-Powered End-to-End Market Researches” and “Consultancy” services.
Teknofix: Teknofix provides end-to-end after sales customer experience management services, especially excelling in the telecommunications and pay-TV sector, bringing Internet connectivity and high-quality digital media to homes throughout Turkey. Connection to these mediums provides an immense value but to truly harness the full power of connectivity, the experience should be seamless and omnipresent.

We allow our customers to harness the full potential of connectivity through wireless communications, connecting their every Internet-enabled devices to the World Wide Web, improving their quality of technology experience.

Our proprietary software has allowed us to efficiently perform high volume field services and features like competency & location based task distribution, route optimization, live technician tracking, self-service appointment management, live chat, and real-time reporting, has opened new possibilities in customer experience management that were non-existent in this field before.

Teknofix

Ulaş Civil

+90 850 755 66 66

Aydınevler Mah. Aslanbey Cad. No: 1 Mert Plaza Ofis: 6 34854 Küçükyalı - Maltepe/ İstanbul

www.teknofix.com.tr

Growth rate 2,822%

FBT: FBT Focuses on Financial backend technology products, research and development. First product is strategy execution engine framework, which is used on options market, credit card 3d secure back engine and bank products. Second product is Development framework for financial applications such as banks use this framework for their development platform. Third product is distributed exchange engine on blockchain market which is an abstract research project a new model of market making and exchange platform.

FBT

Hüseyin Ergün

+90 532 546 32 14

Çifte Havuzlar Mah. Eski Londra Asfaltı Caddesi No:151 1L 1C Blok Esenler/ İstanbul

http://finansbt.com/v3/

Growth rate 2,524%
**otelz.com:** Established in 2013 in Istanbul, Otelz.com has grown from start-up to one of the largest travel e-commerce companies in Turkey. Otelz.com, a Sanko Group brand, provides online booking service to the users for over twelve thousand properties from Turkey and North Cyprus. In addition to hotel chains and properties, Otelz.com offers many accommodation alternatives like hostels and boutique hotels. With its user friendly design, Otelz.com shows many information that the users need from room prices to the location, from service and facilities to the availability status at one listing.

Each day, more than 12,000 room nights are reserved on our platform. So whether travelling for business or leisure, customers can instantly book their ideal accommodation quickly and easily with Otelz.com, without sharing their credit card information. Via our experienced call center, our customers can reach Otelz.com 24/7 for assistance and support any time of the day or night. Last of 2019 Otelz.com published new platform and add many features.

Multilanguage, online payment and strong pricing model is most important features on this new version. Otelz.com will be open new different countries market in 2020.

**Pixery:** Pixery is a global tech. company building innovative apps for next generation mobile creatives. Our video apps reach more than 40 million people, consistently top-ranked and featured by Apple and Google.

Pixery’s first application, Funimate, is an award-winning mobile video editor for kids & teens, has close to 40 million downloads, featured globally by Apple, selected as Editor’s Choice by Google and ranked in Top-10 in US Photo&Video category.

Impresso, another Pixery app, makes it super easy to make professional looking videos for marketers and business owners to build and boost their brands on social media. From the very first day of its launch, it grabbed high attention and was featured globally by Apple. Our users with no prior expertise in video making and limited resources, enjoy the capability of making professional looking promo videos in few minutes.
EMFA Software Consultancy: EMFA Software and Consultancy has been established to serve public institutions and organizations and the private sector in the field of information technologies with its experienced and innovative staff in the second quarter of 2013. EMFA, which has been serving in Hacettepe Technopark since 2015, has opened an Azerbaijan Office in 2018. Thus, a market gate was created for the States of Turkic and the Caucasus. In 2017, EMFA ERP Software took the 3rd place in the Turkey Based Producer Revenues category. In 2018, EMFA awarded as one of the three companies with the highest R & D Revenue in Hacettepe Technopark. According to the Top 500 IT Companies of Turkey results, EMFA took the 1st place in the Artificial Intelligence category. EMFA has been honored with the First Prize among the 50 technology companies that have achieved the highest growth in the last five years in the ‘Deloitte Technology Fast 50 Turkey’ valuation at the end of the 2018. After this award, EMFA had an opportunity to represent Turkey in the ‘Deloitte Technology Fast 500 EMEA and it ranked first place in local currency. At last, in the Turkey 100 competition which is arranged by TOBB, EMFA has became the 13th and 1st in its sector. As a result of the assessments made by TIM and the Ministry of Commerce, EMFA has awarded the certificate of achievement by taking the 9th position in 1400 companies in the Turkey’s first innovation development program which is InovaLIG, in the ‘innovation results’ category. In this sense, EMFA continuously develops its respected and successful position with its experienced engineering and consultant staff.

iyzico: Founded in 2013, iyzico is the brainchild of German-born Turks, Barbaros Özbüğutu and Tahsin Isın, who moved from Germany to Turkey to set up the business. Started out with 3 people, iyzico is now Turkey’s fastest growing fintech company composed of more than 150 people providing secure payment solutions to online sellers of different sizes as well as online shoppers. iyzico offers premium product in terms of its quality service. More than 35,000 global and local merchants and more than 800,000 buyers who use iyzico are supported by real people, in real places, who can provide real support. iyzico’s proprietary technology offers simple, seamless and secure payment solutions to businesses and consumers. It enables merchants of different sizes to receive online payments via their website or link as well as individuals who want to shop online securely with iyzico’s Buyer Protection service free of charge. iyzico is your ultimate solution partner whether you are selling or buying online.
Enqura: Enqura provides enhanced technologies with qualified human resources as rational solutions. Mission of Enqura is being companion with customers in innovation journey. Based on more than 15 years of information technology experience and high skilled human capital, Enqura focus on enterprise solutions delivery and information technology consultancy.

Enqura Digital Banking & Insurance Solutions: Having an experienced team of a financial sector background, Enqura understands the requirements and needs of financial institutions well. This helps Enqura to develop solutions answering the real market requirements.

Enqura Data & AI Solutions: Enqura acquired a BI company in 2017 and gained a deep know how on data modeling, datawarehouse (DWH), big data and business intelligence reporting. Enqura started R&D on AI solution in 2016 and since then developing solutions for customer specific needs.

Enqura Blockchain Solutions: Having developed its own enterprise blockchain framework, Enqura provides blockchain and distributed ledger solutions based on the specific customer requirements. Enqura accomplished the first financial blockchain Project in Turkey for Istanbul Stock Exchange. Enqura leads a visionary blockchain Project for global trade together with its partner: “Trade in Chain”

ISSD: ISSD is working on digital signal processing, software development and electronic design since 2009. ISSD provides solutions for Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) such as active traffic management, dynamic junction management, automated number plate recognition.

Dynamic Juction Control System, CHAOS is working effectively at more than 750 junctions in Turkey and in 6 countries. Alternative traffic data collection systems (Bluetooth, FCD), traffic simulation software, electronic enforcement systems and traffic engineering consultancy are other products / services of ISSD.

ISSD continuously works on R&D projects to seek solutions for transportation problems with a young and talented team.
Technology Fast 50 Turkey 2019
Winners Profiles*

*Winner companies excluding top 10, listed alphabetically.
Having been established in 2007 to produce solutions in the field of the Internet of Things (IoT), Ankaref has taken important steps toward being an ‘IoT Service Provider’ with its successful projects completed in a short period of time, and has become one of the most prominent actors in the sector.

In addition to its headquarters in Ankara, Ankaref renders services in its Istanbul branch as well. With its powerful team, it pioneers innovation-based developments in Technology Development Zone of Middle East Technical University.

Ankaref produces solutions to minimise human errors, ensure proper management of processes and reduce operating costs in various fields, particularly in the production and service sectors. By developing R&D-based technological products and presenting a wide range of approaches to problems, it always manages to be one step ahead of its rivals. While Ankaref’s identification and auto ID projects that started in the fields of librarianship and museology have caught attention predominantly in the public sector, it also engages in successful projects in the spheres of retail business, textile, health and industry.

Heading toward being a world brand with its projects and solution partnerships in the international arena, Ankaref is proud of being one of the local companies with global competitive power that it has gained in a short period of time thanks to its sustainable productivity. Having started out with the objective of “constructing the future as of today”, Ankaref aims to be a leading exporter organisation with high value-added solutions.

The ANOVA Group comprises four companies:

- Anova Engineering and Computer Com. which is a design and simulation software and high performance hardware product and service provider (2003),
- Anova Project and Consultancy Com. which is a design, simulation and R&D company whose office is in ODTÜ Teknokent (2008),
- Anova Defense and Automotive Inc. which is a manufacturing company that produces products designed for the defense sector (2013), and
- Numesys Yazılım Sistemleri A.Ş. which has Elite Channel Partner status, and is the representative of ANSYS, founded in partnership with Figes Inc. (2018)

These are the legal entities that operate within the framework of R&D Today for Tomorrow. ANOVA’s goal is to produce technologies that decrease our external dependence through localization and technological advances, thus ensuring our companies maintain the ability to create unique designs through Computer-Aided Engineering, to reduce the duration and cost of design processes, to increase the efficiency of their products and give our companies a say in the global market. Anova’s experience comes from the fields of mechanical design, electronic design, software development and simulation technologies, which it uses to contribute in an integrated way to such areas that are vital for our defense sector as: Weapon Systems and Military Platform Integration Projects, Environmental Air-conditioning Systems, Turbomachines & Cabin - Console Systems As an important strategic business partner of ASELSAN, ANOVA has designed, manufactured and produced many products that were previously procured from abroad, and has played an important role in decreasing our external dependence through its unique products.
Apsiyon

Kudret Türk
+90 216 911 87 77
Altayçeşme Mah. Öz Sokak No:19 Gold Plaza Ofis 6 34843 Maltepe/Istanbul
www.apsiyon.com

Apsiyon is an online platform which serves as a digital assistant for property managers such as apartments, sites, residences and business centers. From the financial situation to communication of your site, Apsiyon offers a unique solution in every respect.

You can use Apsiyon on every device, like computers, tablets, smart phones and televisions, where you can connect to the internet!

ARD GRUP

Arda Ödemiş
+90 312 299 25 95
Hacettepe Üniversitesi Teknokent 1. Arge Binası No:97/20 Beytepe Çankaya/Ankara
www.ardbilisim.com.tr

ARD is considered as one of the market leaders in Turkey when it comes to System Integration and Software Development Companies. This title and reputation have been gained by being responsible for more than hundreds of projects that have been delivered successfully to the Private and Public Sectors of Turkey since its establishment in 2006. Under the umbrella of the Holding, ARD holds Subdivisions and Companies that have activities in Informatics, Healthcare, Defense, Energy and Consultancy. ARD is considered with its young and ambitious Management as one of the fastest growing Companies in Turkey.

ARD actively operates in Smart Solutions; it provides end to end solutions within worldwide projects, also have important accomplishments in public law sector in Turkey. ARD fulfilled the biggest judicial network project integrated in the national judiciary informatics system of Ministry of Justice and also the developments - cloud services of OCAS project where the entire information is processed, which is used continuously and actively by all security, prosecutor offices and bar associations in throughout Turkey. Furthermore, it has developed UHAP the second largest legal platform in Turkey. ARD is the proud developer of the Logistical Warehouses Automation, Information Infrastructure project for AFAD enabling management - tracking of the inventory throughout Turkey with RFID technology. We are serving customers in a global scale with solutions such as IoT, Cloud, Big Data Analytics, Industry 4.0. ARD is one of the key project partners of EU Projects in EUREKA cluster.
ASELSAN, the leading defense company of Turkey, is a high technology, multi-product company that designs, develops and produces genuine products reflecting edge technologies to meet the requirements of Armed Forces and Public Security Entities.


ASELSAN, with the firm belief that “a country’s technological wealth is composed of the various technologies in its possession”, allocates about 7% of its yearly turnover to R&D projects, which it finances through its own resources.

For the last 12 years, ASELSAN sustained its position in the world as being in the list of top 100 defense companies. Our objective is to become one of the top 50 companies in the world through the development of original and national opportunities and talents of the highest level.

Being the main solution provider for the Turkish Armed Forces, ASELSAN also sustains its competitiveness in the international arena, with its export to 63 countries and active participation in NATO and other international joint research/development and production programs. ASELSAN has become one of the significant members of global defense industry in terms of revenue and technological advancements.

Barikat: Barikat was established in 2008 and started to provide services in the field of cyber security with over 203 specialists. Barikat provides cyber security services to public institutions and organizations, especially to the defense industry, banking and energy sectors. In Barikat, 10% of the annual budget is allocated to R & D expenses.

LoDDoS: LoDDoS is an automated DDoS testing platform which is managed through a web interface. The platform simulates real DDoS attacks against the organizations via real attack parameters. This enables organizations to test the limits and efficiency of DDoS mitigation systems before a real DDoS attack. The tests can be performed with a few clicks and stopped, restarted, reported anytime and the reports can be stored to evaluate later on. Thus, the benefits of the DDoS mitigation investments can be easily monitored.

ASMA: Systems, which have no owners on networks and therefore which have not been updated and have vulnerabilities, are more susceptible to attackers. These systems contain software and hardware vulnerabilities and therefore, attackers are able to access to sensitive systems of enterprise through such systems. Therefore, all systems on the network need to be automatically detected and systems so detected need to be aligned with security baseline of the enterprise. ASMA enables the detection of assets in the most accurate and fast fashion through use of active and passive scanning methods. These systems may contain software and hardware vulnerabilities and therefore, attackers are able to access to sensitive systems of enterprise through such systems.
Biletall Domestic and Foreign Trade Inc. was founded with the aim of operating in the fields of supplying online excursion tickets and electronic guidance systems in 2006. Working on supplying online excursion tickets, which also constitutes our main area of focus, has started with the Tübitak supported project of National Ticket Supplying System and continued unceasingly to date. Biletall Organization which is the founder of the most common and modern ticket selling and supplying system in Turkey is able to sell and supply tickets of many companies operating at home and abroad in the field of transportation services.

Biletall is in a struggle to develop innovative ways for diversification of its services and remains the leading role in the sector by adding a new one to its rich services every day. Biletall continues to work unceasingly to give you the best quality and most reliable service and to become the only service point where you can meet all of your transportation needs.

Thanks to the rapid growth achieved since the day it was established and sectoral experience, international funds have become the focus of attention. In December 2017, The Abraaj Group invested in our company. thanks to this investment, an anatolia-based technology company has invested in international fund for the first time. In addition to all these achievements, in 2017 more than 5 million transactions were made over the Biletall. Biletall take a many awards in 2018, some of the awards our company has received Deloitte Technology Fast 50 Türkiye 2018, TOBB 100 Fastest Growing Companies(44.), Deloitte Technology Fast 500 EMEA 2018. Biletall will continue to grow with strong infrastructure and strong team.

Crs Soft® is an international technology company that delivers high quality software solutions and services. Having experience in developing software with using state-of-the-industry technologies Crs Soft® puts its customer into a strong market position. As a provider of niche solutions and services to ISVs and enterprises who develop their own software product, Crs Soft® help companies to take advantage of the digital transformation, moving services to the cloud, where the vision has no limits for scaling. By gaining valuable experiences, Crs Soft® has become a great partner for Cloud, Web Application Development or Framework Development. Beside these software services, Crs Soft® provides e-Transformations Services with e-dünya® brand as one of the leader integrator of Turkish e-transformations sector. e-dünya® includes services such as e-Invoice service provision, e-Invoice archival, e-Archive, e-Ledger and e-ticket which are regulated by Turkish Revenue Authority.

Crs Soft® is a company who focused on contributing its expertise to some of the most outstanding visions, projects and challenges of its clients. Aiming for the future vision, it continues its work on research of subjects that will drive the future of technology such as Quantum Computing Algorithms, Cryptography Algorithms, Big Data Processing, IOT and M2M.
ETA Elektronik Tasarım is an SME with 22 employees located at ODTÜ Teknokent, Ankara.

ETA has been a trusted partner and a respected supplier of state of the art products and high quality services for the defense market since 1984.

Activities include realtime embedded software development, design and manufacturing of rugged electronic assemblies and equipment. Some of the products are Data Communication and Interface Units for Inertial Navigation Systems, Rate Gyro Sensors, rugged antennas, low power brushless motor driver units, etc.

ETA was recognized as one of the fastest-growing technology companies in Deloitte Technology Fast 50 Turkey program 4 times in 2011, 2012, 2017 and 2018 (10th).

Detaysoft

With 20 years of experience, we provide the technology to help you achieve your business objectives

Detaysoft, the largest SAP solution partner with 100 percent Turkish capital, follows its vision of constant innovation since its founding in 1999, and elevates the business processes of clients to world standards while offering solutions for organizations that aim for growth through digital transformation.

As a top-level SAP Platinum | Global Partner, Detaysoft offers innovative solutions developed in its R&D Center as well as end-to-end SAP solutions for customer needs through consultants specialized in all SAP modules. Detaysoft carries out projects that improve business efficiency of organizations, leading digital transformation in all industries. Detaysoft serves over 300 active clients, which are leaders of their respective industries.

Detaysoft is the Turkish member of United VARs, which accepts members based on various criteria such as service quality, product range, global service capabilities and leading technological innovations and engages in successful collaborations. Detaysoft makes a difference in the digital transformation journey of its clients and offers SAP solutions under the headings of ERP and Digital Core, Digital Platform, Procurement and Networks, Analytics, Customer Experience, IoT and Digital Supply Chain, People Engagement and Finance. Detaysoft also provides such services as SAP License Maintenance Services, Implementation and System Support Services, SAP Technology and Implementation Consultancy and Outsourcing.
DSG, Which is branded in HediyeSepeti, founded in 2014, and headquartered in Istanbul. Developes technology solutions for best personalized gifting service in the name of brand HediyeSepeti.

HediyeSepeti has an aim to serve an exclusive service both gift buyer and receiver. Exclusive service includes extremely fast, beautifully wrapped, fully transparent process and no more surprises for the gifting moment of buyers. HediyeSepeti’s proprietary Technologies shows buyers to estimated time when order will be ready and will be deliver even it has customization fields. The technology has an artificial intelligence which can presume the hours of production and delivery time in the big amount of order days of special occasions, Mothers Day, Valentines Day. Besides, technology shows buyers a preview of the customized order and produce the printing files. It has gain an advantage to operate thousands of orders same day delivery option. Producing the printing files of customized items also reduce the operating errors and gives ultimate power of speed of production.

HediyeSepeti mobile app also launched in 2019 February. Which shows that HediyeSepeti will continue to serve its "buyers" to best technology and felt them exclusive.

Hitit, established in 1994, is considered one of the top 5 global airline and travel IT solution providers in the world. Hitit's brand “Crane” offers a comprehensive suit that serves flag carriers, low-cost and hybrid airlines, as well as ground-handling agencies. Hitit is a one stop shop for Software as a Service new generation airline IT solutions with modules geared towards every part of an airline’s business lifecycle. Hitit’s solutions and services provide its partner in the aviation industry in with state-of-the-art technology for passenger services, operations, accounting and cargo. Hitit currently serves 26 airline companies and travel clients across Europe, Africa, Asia, Middle East and Latin America.

Hitit’s reservation system has processed more than 65 million passenger bookings with full GDS integration in all leading distribution systems, over 70,000 travel agencies use Hitit’s system, and more than 50 billion flight queries are processed with more getting on board each year. With a strong team of consultants and ever changing progressive vision, Hitit is an industry leader in seamless integration, high performance implementation and customer support. With multiple sales and distribution channel support and unlimited ancillary capabilities, Hitit’s solutions and services provide airlines the ability to maximize profit and minimize costs.
Hype

Hype is a data-driven marketing agency that uses the latest available products and its own technology to meet the clients' sales and marketing goals. Hype provides services on data analysis, conversion rate optimization, performance marketing, and search engine optimization. Our technologies consist of Incognito, Predi, and Alerty.

Incognito is a business intelligence tool we built to assess a particular brand’s search engine performance - both organic and paid. It calculates a search engine visibility score based on the number of keywords a domain ranks for, search volumes and rankings of those keywords. This makes it possible to compare different domains or see how they performed in the past. There are also pre-defined industries where you can evaluate how a domain performed in that particular industry.

Predi is a forecasting tool for Google Analytics and AdWords. Predi analyzes main trends such as mobile device distribution, organic traffic volume or category seasonality and uncover the direction of the client’s business with the power of data on Predi with just a couple clicks.

Alerty is our latest in-house developed tool that detects data anomalies in real-time. For the given set of metrics, Alerty constantly tracks the data. After comparing it to the previous periods, it lets us know instantly if there is anything out of the ordinary so that we can act on it.

Inomera Research

Inomera Research was founded in 2008 and has been working in Telco, Retail, Mobile & Banking industries since then.

Inomera is focused on Telecom since it’s foundation in 2008. Inomera has delivered successful projects and products to telecom giants such as Vodafone, Turkcell, Avea, Turk Telekom, Ericsson and we have continuous relations with every customer we work with.

Inomera’s headquarter and research & development center is in premises of one of the most prestigious universities of Turkey, Boğaziçi University. Taking advantage of research and innovation culture of the university, and our experienced engineering team, Inomera keeps up with the latest changes in the technology. Recently Inomera opened its first international sales office in London, at the heart of Tech City UK. Through London office Inomera is marketing Netmera and other products to European and western markets.

Inomera’s mobile engagement platform, Netmera which is the result of several successful R&D projects, is now used by Vodafone, Starbucks, N11, Turkcell, ING Bank and many other top companies. Netmera analysis more than 150 million mobile users in real time and enable brands to run their campaigns based on contextual consumer behavioral data.

Rather than working on many projects on different industries, we focus on Telecom, Mobile, Retail & Banking industries. The dedication gives us strength in our core competencies. The company consist of Sales&Marketing, Engineering, Customer Success/Support and R&D departments.
Inveon is a technology company that has been delivering e-commerce infrastructure software, m-commerce applications and digital growth management solutions since 2006.

In order to help companies achieve their e-commerce potential, Inveon provides:

- inCommerce: Omnichannel Commerce Platform
- Mobular: App-Commerce Platform
- GrowthLab: Digital Growth Management Solutions

Today, the total annual e-commerce volume generated by companies using Inveon solutions exceeded a total worth of $1 billion. Inveon platforms are used by more than 40 million shoppers in 11 countries.

Infrasis Information Technologies is an engineering company with a vision to become one of the leading technology providers per engineering-oriented approach and pioneering solutions and in the field of information technology.

Since 2012, we develop high-level services and solutions in partnership with the world’s leading vendors and have completed numerous projects thanks to our highly qualified engineers, expertise, and field experience. We aim to become a trusted business partner who meets expectations at the highest level by producing high quality, sustainable, reliable services, and the right solutions for our customers. Infrasis Information Technologies provides secure, controlled, and uninterrupted service to end-users as well as providing security for DNS systems throughout the country. We won various awards with the solutions we offer and continue working for the development and dissemination of our solution.

Our scope of services includes security, efficiency, continuity, affective use, improvement, and regulation of information resources. Our award-winning end-to-end multi-dimensional identity management and authentication portal solution enables the users at public institutions and organizations in the telecommunications sector to manage user credentials for accessing corporate applications and features additional SMS and OTP solutions. Additionally, it permits secure data transfer with captive portals during the authentication process. Besides being a leading and award-winning network, application and information security company, we also provide value added services and solutions for business continuity, virtualization, integrated data systems, disaster recovery center design and implementation with our certified engineers.
Koalay Sigorta

Founded in 2010, and headquartered in Ataşehir region in Istanbul. Koalay Sigorta is an insurance brokerage company, provides consumers the ability to save time and money through comparison and purchasing of online insurance products.

Transparency: Provide transparency by offering the widest range of pricing across the Insurance market. Users complete 1 form in order to generate 25 unique insurance prices.

Give users control: Allow the consumer the ability to compare insurance prices online and purchase at their own convenience. Secure payment gateway.

Superior UX and UI: 3 minute to get insurance quote and 1 minute to purchase. Content tonality allows for ease of understanding. Simplified product coverage titles.

Culture: Koalay Sigorta’s slogan of “finding a better way” permeates its corporate culture. It’s a progressive, innovative, forward-thinking and pioneering company that employs people who challenge the mundane, are cutting edge and revolutionary. For us, service excellence is not a phrase that’s bandied about and misused – it’s a way of life. Our promises are clear-cut and our commitments firm. Our mission is to treat our customer’s fairly by removing all the hassle and making the process as easy as possible

Core Values: Koalay Sigorta is passionate about delivery. The following values dictate the way the business and its employees operate: Dealing with us is easy, We care about you and your things, We are forward thinking, We are honest and fair, We meet your needs first time, We are always there for you.

KRON

Furnishing innovative approaches needed in order to achieve the digital transformation goals for infrastructure, operations and security issues which have become the most current matters for all organizations today. Kron offers its products and services in all global markets to those who need them. Kron, which has increased its locations across the globalized world in line with its objectives of being close to its customers, understanding them better and supplying its services on time, currently carries on its activities with its offices in Istanbul, Ankara, New Jersey and Islamabad.

Being a high-technology company, Kron consists of competent engineers and researchers who are respected in their fields and united under the values of team spirit, innovation, curiosity, communication, passion, courage, sincerity, anti-discriminations, within an unlayered organizational structure. The company has strategically determined that the human has the top priority value in the global race for developing new-generation technologies and carries out successful projects in a free environment.

Trying to achieve a perfect balance among swiftness, reliability, flexibility, agility, sustainability and quality in its activities, Kron offers its high-technology, high-quality and reliable products to its customers. Growing its workforce consistently by continuously analyzing sector dynamics in-depth and without making compromises on innovation, Kron progresses swiftly towards becoming a global technology producer.
Litum delivers IoT, Real-Time Location, and RFID solutions to meet all locating, tracking, and safety monitoring needs. We assist clients in several industries, including Manufacturing, Healthcare, Logistics, Aviation, Mining, and Construction. Litum designs and manufactures its entire solution portfolio, including sensors and hardware, firmware and software. Litum primarily assists companies in five working areas: Industrial IoT Systems, Healthcare RTLS Systems, Passive RFID Systems, Software Applications and Artificial Intelligence.

Litum’s solutions are utilized by Fortune 500 companies, governments, and industry leaders in 35 countries around the world including General Electric, BOSCH, Whirlpool, Schneider Electric, Fiat, Medina Airport, Ferrero, MAN, Metro Paris.

Founded in 2004, Litum is a government certified R&D center and 73% of its revenues are generated by the sales of the products that are built on company’s R&D projects. Litum has been awarded by Izmir Technology Institute as the “Best Tech Company” of 2018.

Logo Yazılım

Turkey’s largest public software company and most valuable information technology brand* Logo, operates in software sector as one of the leading companies since its establishment in 1984. Logo offers application software to enterprises ranging in size from micro companies to largescale corporations., who increased innovation and creativity in its products and services, lays the foundation for sustainable success by accompanying more than 200,000 companies so far on their journey of growth, with about 1,200 its employees and more than 800 business partners in 4 different countries at 7 different locations.

In addition to the Enterprise Resource Planning solutions, there are many complementary solutions such as Customer Relationship Management, Human Resources Management, Workflow Management, Warehouse Management Systems, Business Analytics Solutions and Retail Solutions. Having taken the lead in the ERP sector in terms of number of customers for many years, Logo has a large and dynamic ecosystem that extends from partners to Logo users, from academicians to students and industry professionals. Along with the power stemming from this ecosystem, and believing in the dreams of its customers, sharing the same goals and working diligently to fulfil them, Logo carries out its business with the vision of coding Turkey’s future together.

*Brand Finance “Turkey’s most valuable and strongest brands report”, June 2019
Logsign has acquired the vision of strengthening the cyber defense of institutions since 2010, the year of its establishment. Logsign believes that cyber security is a teamwork and that security solutions have to be much smarter. In line with this target, Logsign provides continuous innovation, ease of use and smart solutions by taking into account the technology and necessities of all its stakeholders and it works as a teammate along with all its stakeholders. Along with Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) and Security Orchestration, Automation and Event Intervention (SOAR) solutions, it actively provides services for more than 500 medium and large scale companies and state institutions.

Having won the awards of domestic and foreign authorities in the field of technology and cyber security such as Deloitte Technology Turkey Fast 50, Deloitte Technology EMEA Fast 500, Cybersecurity Excellence, Cyber Defense Magazine and Info Security Products Guide, Logsign continues to strengthen its leadership in the field of cyber security.

Mobven is a mobility enabler, crafting cutting edge mobile and web software solutions. We support leading organisations in their digital transformation initiatives, combining strategy, creativity and technology to build unique experience for their customers. Our specialties are digital strategy definition, UI & UX design, app development, product development and quality assurance. Our industry expertise is on banks, financial services, airlines, e-commerce and utilities.

Mobven focuses on value creation in different business lines:
- Enterprise solutions, where business priorities are aligned with software, delivering timely and high quality solutions and products
- Innovation lab, where ideas are evolved into products, creating new business models; e.g. payments, lending, collection and savings
- Momentum Quality Suite, where software quality is boosted, blending hands-on software development & testing expertise to offer unique technical tools

As of September 2019, Mobven continues operations as a subsidiary of Payten, the payment solutions arm of Asseco, the 6th largest software house in Europe.
obilet.com is the pioneering online platform that enables users to purchase intercity bus and international flight tickets. The company was established by two industrial engineering students in 2012. obilet.com provides users with the opportunity to compare and find the most suitable tickets to quickly purchase or cancel without demanding any extra charges.

Started as a domestic bus ticket provider, obilet.com gradually expanded into a platform for both domestic and international tickets, including the flight tickets. obilet.com is advantageous for travelers who prefer to easily book tickets via the internet. obilet.com has always been innovative in terms of providing infrastructure and support for the users who can easily and safely buy their tickets by choosing among the leading bus companies and airlines.

obilet.com’s fast and handy interface ensures users experience a secure, easy and quick purchasing process. High tech SSL protocols are used in order to secure the payment process. Moreover, the company assures to reduce the problems that users may encounter before and during purchasing as well as throughout their journeys. One of the most impressive features of obilet.com’s services is the sunlight calculator through which can even see the direction of the sun during the journey and purchase their tickets accordingly.

Award-winning exclusive platforms of obilet.com, namely, desktop website, mobile website, iOS and Android apps have reached 400 million visitors since the day it was founded and ranks among the most visited travel sites in Turkey.

Paycell is an end-to-end payments solutions provider, which leverages multiple payments technologies in order to offer one single platform to cover both consumer and the merchant needs. Paycell creates a holistic platform for various daily payment methods, from traditional plastic cards to digital wallets and QR-codes; and gives consumers the ability to make a payment from wherever they are with one simple, phygital experience, online or offline. In addition, pioneering the QR payments revolution in Turkey via its secure and fast technology, Paycell will launch QR-based mobile payments in more than 10.000 points-of-sale in Q1 2020.

For the consumers; Paycell provides a digital payment solution that allows consumers to use any payment card, their wallet balance or micro-limits to enable shopping experiences that are as simple as a click, tap or touch – online, in-store or anywhere. Operating as an all-in-one solution, which offers bill payments, QR-code based in-store payments, remittances & payments via direct carrier billing under one single platform, the Paycell ecosystem is on a fast growth track. The business also offers a prepaid debit card (Paycell card), which enables minors and the underbanked population of Turkey to be included in the financial system via their Paycell Debit Cards.

For the merchants, Paycell offers end-to-end in-store & online QR payments infrastructure, online PSP services, digital wallet services and DCB (direct carrier billing) services. DCB is especially vital in order to include Turkey’s underbanked population which is in the ballpark of 25 million people. As value added services, Paycells offers loyalty/CRM, real-time and behavioral targeting and segmentation services to enable its merchants to know their customer as much as possible, while saving costs for merchants who don’t have the necessary infrastructure to executive loyalty programs or CRM campaigns.
PayCore

Established in 2001, PayCore offers innovative, end-to-end payment technology solutions to banking, telecom, payment service provider, personalization office, government, transportation and retail sectors in the field of financial payment technologies, especially card payment, digital payment, smart city and EMV solutions and secure hardware services. PayCore, which has more than 30 awards locally and internationally in the areas of card software packages, digital payment solutions, smart city applications, EMV solutions and secure hardware services, has been a technology solution partner to more than 150 clients in over 35 countries. PayCore has more than 20 global firsts in Europe, America, the Middle East and India, including the first contactless credit card, first payment via wristwatch, first screened credit card, first application of contactless credit cards in transportation, mobile wallet, new generation EMV/POS integration, shopping via TV, digital payment in taxis, SMS payment systems in petrol stations, the first NFC enabled smart ID and national mobile wallet. PayCore's R&D center is located in ITU ARI-3 Teknokent in Istanbul, Turkey.

PayCore Processing Services, providing payment services for financial institutions and money transfer solutions for GSM operators and banks, is also a global partner with the solutions it has developed for the transportation, government and retail sectors. The critical role ECR/POS transactions play in real-time communication between banks and the Ministry of Finance, and the solutions it provides for electronic commerce infrastructure, which has changed with the e-Money legislation, are each a global reference for PayCore Processing Services. As well as PCI DSS certificate, PayCore Processing Services has ISO certificates, Visa (Agent), MasterCard (Member Service Provider) and BKM Processing Service approvals in the fields of data security, business sustainability, service management and disaster management.

PayTR

PayTR offers online merchants secure Virtual POS solutions and payment services. PayTR was founded hundred percent on domestic capital and has not needed additional funds to grow. Despite entering the market with a limited budget and work force, the company has grown exponentially and continues to grow as a result of its success at offering innovative and needs-based solutions.

PayTR is comprised of six departments which involve customer relations, operations, risk management, internal audit, finance, marketing and sales, and IT department. The company is governed by a management board which consists of three members and CEO. The company offers services 24/7 with 40+ employees working at the aforementioned departments.

The company went through reorganization in 2015 and completed all the necessary steps in compliance with the updated governmental regulations. PayTR is one of the few companies that holds local payment services license in Turkey.

The number of customers pleased with the secure and trouble-free transactions offered by PayTR is over 12,000 and increasing day by day. Receiving positive feedback from the customers encourages PayTR to do even better.

The goal of PayTR is to keep up its reputation as a trustworthy payment service provider and always achieve better thorough customer-focused service and innovative solutions.
Prosense Technologies is specialized on designing and manufacturing gas detection systems for potentially explosive atmospheres. Prosense provides a complete range of high-performance gas detectors and gas control panels primarily designed for personnel and environmental protection against toxic, flammable and asphyxiate gases. Prosense provides solutions for every customer’s special needs with reliable and robust equipment. Prosense equipments always provide maximum safety even in extreme conditions to meet customer’s safety requirements. In doing so, Prosense protects environment and save lives from gas hazards. Our aim is to make life safer all around the world.

Prosense is founded in 2006 and specialized in gas detection. Prosense is manufacturing ATEX and IECEx certified gas detectors and control panels. Prosense has ISO-9001 Quality certification since 2008 and also QAN/QAR certification for all manufacturing activities. The factory is located in Istanbul - Turkey. Prosense has been awarded as fast growing company in Turkey at 2016 and 2019. Prosense has 35 employees and growing rapidly.

PEAKUP has established in 2012 as a technology focused company and continuing it’s services with the intent of providing the best services possible and dominating the technology sector in Turkey with it’s innovative approach to technology and the world’s needs. As a lead Cloud Solution Provider, PEAKUP is the only Turkish company which has won the title of Microsoft’s best cloud technology provider five years in a row in Microsoft’s annual award ceremonies since the day it has formed. PEAKUP also holds the record of being the first technology company which mentioned Cloud Technology expertise in it’s company scope.

PEAKUP believes that creating innovative and sustainable way of thinking only possible with technology hence PEAKUP is founded on the definitions “Society and Technology” which identically means “Mission and Vision”. In this regard PEAKUP has became one of the top players in the technology sector formed in Turkey by guaranteeing and providing 100% customer satisfaction and is dedicated to continue it’s efforts to stay at the top of the game. Therefore, PEAKUP is able to offer extensive forms of services such as application development either formed with the customer needs or regarding innovative works of it’s team, infrastructure services and design, 7x24 support and consulting, IT based technical training services using various technologic tools.
RKSOFT has been founded in 2008 for the GIS technology solutions in Turkish market and world market. RKSOFT has been at the forefront of developing GIS-related software and a data mining market, IOT Market, Big data for GIS and Industry 4.0 for over two decades. Our talented team has built and delivered sophisticated GIS projects for governmental and private-sector contracts alike. At the same time has been a seasoned human source in GIS market by coaching and training. RKSOFT is actively playing role on producing spatial decision support systems, geographical infrastructure system projects and geographical information system projects.

RKSOFT is producing MapCodeX GIS Solutions is a complete integration of a series of MapCodeX GIS Software development Kit (SDK). MapCodeX is developing based on OGC standards. MapCodeX GIS platform software, including MapCodeX GIS Desktop, MapCodeX GIS Server, Web Client, Component GIS and Mobile GIS, which delivers GIS capabilities to all types of computers, including Desktop PCs, Servers and Mobile devices and different platforms. It fulfils the needs for managing, visualizing and analysing spatial data, serving them out via the Web, and customizing all kinds of GIS applications that best fit the customers' business needs. MapCodeX is an open source software platform written in .Net that allows users to share and edit geospatial data. Designed for interoperability, it publishes data from any major spatial data source using open standards. We are working such as municipalities, smart grid, electric companies, and water management systems. MapCodeX Cloud GIS web client is developing over HTML5.

RND is the leading company in Turkey which provides not only software, design and operational services. We pride ourselves on working with some of the best global companies (Adidas, Reebok, Benetton) located in Turkey. We act as a partner and value the relationships we hold with all our customers. Since 2003, when our company has born, RND has built a trustable reputation for delivering first class solutions to business.

RND e-commerce system is an integrated solution, which is developed to use right marketing methods for your products. It is not only a software, design or hardware service. The purchased service is mainly our know-how. Most suitable targets will be defined for your brand by a team that undertakes the Internet marketing of many brands. Services provided under "e-Commerce Outsourcing" are: infrastructure and hardware, software and design, security, Bank Pos integration, Logistics Infrastructure and Call Center.

We are now working with 80 team members; whom are selected to respond every need to our customers. The staff involves Software Engineers, Art Directors, Graphic Designers, Sales and Marketing Directors, Customer Services (Call Center), Logistic and Operation Team, Website Directors and IT Support Specialists.

Today, we create e-commerce designs for the most well-known brands in Turkey such as Adidas, Reebok, Levis, Benetton, Vans, TheNorthface, VF Group, Atasun...
Simsoft was established in 2006 as a research and development company at METU Technopolis and showed remarkable progress in 10 years. It is awarded as one of the fastest-growing 100 companies in Turkey and also one of the 15 so-called “star” companies operate in METU’s Technopolis. It currently has ISO-9001:2008 and CMMI Level 3 certificates, meaning that its software development processes are in compliance with global standards.

The core expertise of the company is modeling and simulation systems, as well as platform management software, test simulators, computer-based training and serious games. In terms of platform management software, Simsoft is involved in areas such as mission planning, combat management, command control, data link, embedded software, and test simulators.

Recently, inline with its steady growth, Simsoft has restructured the operation under four main groups as Simulators, Defence and Aerospace Systems, Visual Systems Group and Gaming and Simulation.

Robotistan was founded in 2011 by several engineering students in Istanbul. The company has focused on supplying robotics and electronics materials, and providing research & development and engineering services. Robotistan.com, which is the market leader in Turkey, supplies more than 4500 SKUs to developers and makers from stock in a very short time.

Robotistan’s products are being delivered by www.robotistan.com e-commerce website, favorite marketplaces and offline marketing channels to the customers. Robotistan works on hardware solutions with a leading expert engineer crew. The company, especially, deals with the areas about STEM Education, IoT, robotics and 3D printing technologies. In addition to this, development tools (boards) are produced for makers. The first and foremost, the company aims to carry its local success in e-commerce and hardware designing to the global market. For this reason, the company has started to export self-developed products in 2016 and e-commerce services are also covers all over the world with own it’s website and known marketplaces.
Tekna, founded in 2005, is one of the leading IT services provider of Turkey. Tekna offers Software Solutions and Salesforce Consulting services throughout Europe, the Middle East, and Central Asia.

With its deep technology knowledge, strong engineering background, and client-oriented approach, Tekna works with clients across different business sectors such as financial services, telecommunications, hospitality, FMCG, retail, e-commerce and media.

Tekna collaborates with clients to help them achieve better business results through its application development and IT consulting services.

To offer its clients the best quality services, Tekna follows the latest trends in its sector and differentiates its services by responding to the ever-changing conditions and customer expectations.

Founded in 2005, Sistem 9 was the first company to bring closed circuit television broadcasting to Turkey. Sistem 9 entered the sector by creating indoor digital channels for advertisers at hair styling salons, and in 2007 it started to provide several places, from banks to cinemas, fast food chains to airlines, and gas stations to communication companies, with Digital Signage Systems services.

Today, Sistem 9 offers special services to over 200 medium and large-scale institutions and has become one of the best of its sector in Turkey and Europe thanks to its managements of over 40,000 screens in 23 different countries. Sistem 9 Medya is the leader in Turkey when it comes to Digital Signage Systems technology and it also has Turkey's broadest, most common, securest, and most functional network. Sistem 9 is the sole producer of the S9Vision Digital Signage software, which we use in our services. Sistem 9 is the sector's only company providing turn-key services and incorporating every stage, from software to installation, content management to content production, and remote access screen control to on-site technical services.
Teknasyon

Teknasyon is an innovative, growing and enhancing company which invests in the work, the research and development and most importantly the employees. In Turkey, Teknasyon is a pioneer in its field and represents its country very well globally. Behind all this success, hard work and perseverance lie. Our story dates to 2013 when we were founded. At the beginning, we had one office and a team of 12 people. In time, we grew and joined new members to our team. Now we are a big family of more than 205 people working in our offices in three different cities. We enhanced our business not only in our home country but also in the whole world.

Today, we have several cross-border products in various categories like entertainment, lifestyle, games, health & fitness, etc. and they are available in 155 countries, 49 languages. Naturally, 95% of our revenue comes from abroad. Since we always wish to advance, this rate will not stop us, so we do create products for our own use. For instance, we use our own BI and Marketing Performance tools to maximize profitability. After developing such useful intra-company tools, why not making others benefit from them, too? From this point of view, we have launched some B2B projects such as VerifyKit and Desk360. Our considerable experience in the industry has driven us to take up a new perspective which led us to invest in other projects because we know that that a business can only be flourished with collaboration.

Tekrom Teknoloji

Tekrom Teknoloji A.S. was founded in 2003. We are young engineers who do not know boundaries. Our company has not been established by a capital group and has not received any investment so far. Our power comes from over 2,000 customers who believe in us. We are doing just one job for over 17 years and we give all our energy to our business. We are developing our technology with our gain.

We are the leader in the Turkish e-commerce market and we provide software services to the best companies. We believe in the power of Anatolia. We opened up to Anatolia to discover our young people who produce value when given the opportunity. We do not expect global competitors to enter the Turkish market with the strength we have from these lands and we challenge the world by settingtling in Silicon Valley. We want to be a light for our young entrepreneurs who have dreams. As of 2019, we are employing over 120 payroll employees. We choose our colleagues from candidates who do not have the limits of their dreams. In our ecosystem, dozens of freelancers provide job opportunities and we are spreading e-exports for USD 500 billion export target in line with the targets of 2023.
Tektronik is the leading Hardware-Software integration company in Turkey, providing services to defense & aviation, telecommunications, industrial, automotive and medical sectors. Tektronik has 25 years of expertise in Embedded Systems design and integration.

Tektronik headquartered in Cyberpark Ankara represents and distributes world’s leading cutting edge embedded electronic hardware and embedded systems design and development software in Turkey and Middle East.

The company offers embedded system design, implementation and integration services as a turnkey system or as a subsystem or subcontracting to its customers.

Tektronik regularly invests minimum 10% of its turnover to R&D, and offers technology solutions in a diverse range of solutions in Embedded Computers, Embedded Hardware and Software Integration, Real Time Operating Systems, Hardware and Driver integration, Model based Real-Time system design, Air/Medical/Transportation Certification solutions, Distributed Real-Time Systems, On-board Transportation Solutions, payment systems hardware and software security and IoT (Internet of Things).

Tektronik was awarded the fastest growing technology company in Deloitte Technology Fast 500 EMEA 2012 program, Winner for Deloitte Technology Fast 50 Turkey in years 2012, 2013, 2014, 2016, 2017, 2018 and kept staying in EMEA Fast 500 lists in the following years.

Saha Information Technologies specializes in software test automation solutions for mobile, web and desktop applications to ensure great digital experiences with the highest quality. Testinium is our flagship software test automation product offered on cloud and on-premises deployment. Testinium utilizes Selenium and Appium libraries and is optimized for Mobile, Web and Desktop testing. Loadium is our load testing solution which is based on Apache’s Jmeter and SBox is our image transmission automation solution which helps to automate tests for set-top boxes including any image media player.

With our highly skilled expert team of developers, we additionally provide a wide range of services including software lifecycle consulting, test outsourcing and training to meet specific business requirements of distinguished firms to take their businesses to a superior level of success. We strive to deliver the highest performance and we are committed to meeting and exceeding the expectations of our customers.
**V-Count**

V-count is the leading provider of visitor analytics solutions in the world. We offer global organizations the latest in people counting, heatmap, queue management, staff exclusion and business intelligence platforms. Our solutions are backed by a secure cloud-based business intelligence platform that leverages best-in-class AI and machine learning tools to analyze collected data.

We provide our clients with actionable reports and software-based recommendations on how customers behave in their physical locations. We offer them insights on how to optimize their business operations, boost conversion rates, and thereby, start increasing profits just in 30 days. V-count is the trusted technology partner of over 700 global brands (including Samsonite, Samsung, Sephora, Marks & Spencer, Ford Motors, Vodafone, Philip Morris International, Bosch Siemens).

V-Count leads the visitor analytics industry in R&D and innovation, and we are partnered with other industry-leaders like Amazon and Microsoft. We have offices in London, Hong Kong, Dubai, Miami, Brussels, Kuala Lumpur and Istanbul with a growth of 104% in turnover Year-On-Year. V-Count solutions are being used in over 36,000 locations in 100 countries, and our software has counted a total of over 9.5 billion people.

**Trio Mobil**

Trio Mobil is a fast growing technology company specialized in tracking and IoT solutions with headquarter in Istanbul and branch Office in London. Trio Mobil's new generation Industrial IoT solutions provide digital twin framework targeting B2B customers in manufacturing, retail & smart cities industries. Trio Mobil serves 20,000 corporate customers including Vodafone, Mercedes Benz, Ford, Tofas-Fiat, Carrefour, Philip Morris, Lesaffre, UPS, Schindler, Total with a team of 100 people, sales&after-sales partners. More than 200,000 devices are connected to Trio Mobil IoT Platform. All hardware and software products are developed in Trio Mobil's R&D Center by 30 experienced engineers and technicians. Trio Mobil's R&D Center has been approved by T.C. Ministry of Science, Industry and Technology and became Turkey's first local IoT and Industry 4.0 Technologies focused R&D Center.
Technology Fast 50
Turkey 2019 Partners
Technology Fast 50 Turkey Program

The program celebrates Turkey's fastest-growing high-technology companies. The awards identify the trends that are shaping the technology, media and telecommunications sectors today. Based on revenue growth percentage over a four year period, the program includes companies from all related industry sub-sectors:

- Communications
- Environmental Technology
- Fintech
- Hardware
- Healthcare and Life sciences
- Media and Entertainment
- Software

To be eligible for Deloitte Technology Fast 50 Program, companies must meet the following criteria:

- to be a technology company which:
  - has its own proprietary technology that contributes to a significant portion of the company's operating revenues
  - manufactures a technology-related product devotes a significant effort to research and development about technology
  - be technology incentive, or use unique technology to solve problems

- to be in business for a minimum of four years
- whose parent company must be Turkish owned and headquartered in Turkey
- whose operating revenues must be at least €50,000 for 2015 and €1,000,000 in 2018.

Deloitte Technology Fast 50 Program is part of Deloitte's global Fast 500 program which runs simultaneously in countries such as USA, Canada, United Kingdom, France, Norway, Sweden, The Netherlands, Germany, Central Europe, Israel, South Africa, China, Australia, Hong Kong, India, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, New Zealand, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, South Korea and Finland.

Benefits of Participating at Technology Fast 50 Program:
Technology Fast 50 winners receive exposure and recognition upon release of the rankings from both the media and business communities. The benefits are significant:

- Networking opportunity with other fast-growth Turkish technology companies and business organizations at our awards ceremony
- Networking opportunity with other fast-growth technology companies and business organizations from around the world through Deloitte Technology Fast 500 EMEA Program
- Access to leading edge industry research and commentary
- Recognition from the business and financial communities
- Benchmarking opportunity with similar companies
- Increased attention from the business and investment communities
- Media coverage